We have measured the kinetic energy released in the unimolecular dissociation of fullerene ions, C n ϩ →C nϪ2 ϩ ϩC 2 , for sizes 42рnр90. A three-sector-field mass spectrometer equipped with two electric sectors has been used in order to ensure that contributions from isotopomers of different masses do not distort the experimental kinetic energy release distributions. We apply the concept of microcanonical temperature to derive from these data the dissociation energies of fullerene cations. They are converted to dissociation energies of neutral fullerenes with help of published adiabatic ionization energies. The results are compared with literature values.
I. INTRODUCTION
The stability of fullerenes has been a controversial topic for some time. Several groups have determined the standard enthalpies of formation of C 60 and C 70 from graphite by calorimetry with high accuracy. The weighted average of the nine experimental values compiled for solid C 60 in Ref. 1 amounts to 2322.8 kJ/mol, or 0.401 eV per atom, with a standard deviation of 2.1%.
Unfortunately, similarly accurate values for fullerenes other than C 60 and C 70 are not available because those molecules are either not stable in condensed form, or not available in purified form in sufficient quantity. Therefore, the ͑adiabatic͒ dissociation energies for the preferred dissociation reactions of isolated ͑gas-phase͒ fullerenes,
cannot be derived from measured thermodynamic quantities, not even for nϭ60 or 70. At the same time, the interest in fullerenes has broadened to include larger as well as smaller species. Fullerenes of size 76рnр94 have been synthesized and extracted in mass-selected, sometimes even in isomer-selected, form ͑see Ref. 2 and references therein͒. Nonclassical fullerenes, such as C 62 that includes a four-membered ring, have been purified. 3 Smaller fullerenes such as C 36 ͑Ref. 4͒ and C 20 ͑Ref. 5͒ have been synthesized and characterized. Based on photoelectron spectra it has been concluded that C 82 is the most stable fullerene below C 60 . 6 All these fullerenes hold promise for the formation of novel fullerene materials.
These experimental achievements have prompted a large number of theoretical investigations into the stability of fullerenes, ranging from sizes where fullerenes compete in stability with planar sheets, bowls, or monocyclic rings, 7, 8 to buckyball-sized fullerenes, [9] [10] [11] beyond C 70 , 8, 12 and to very large fullerenes at the crossover to nanotubes. 13, 14 It is desirable to compare this wealth of theoretical data with experimental values but, as explained above, they are not available for neutral fullerenes. An alternative approach is to measure rate coefficients for the gas-phase reaction,
If one obtains from these experiments the adiabatic dissociation energies, D n ϩ of fullerene cations then one may compute the adiabatic dissociation energies for the neutrals from a thermodynamic cycle,
where IE n denotes the adiabatic ionization energy of C n . In this work we will present experimentally determined values for D n ϩ , for 42рnр90. With the exception of the work by Barran et al., 15 this size range considerably exceeds the range of all previous experimental studies. Dissociation energies for neutrals will be derived by using recently published experimental and theoretical values for the ionization energies. 16 Deriving D n ϩ from the rate coefficient of reaction ͑2͒ faces a number of challenges ͑see Ref. 17 for an approach that meets these challenges, but the technique is not applicable to fullerenes͒. One needs to know other quantities, and the relation between them. Frequently an Arrhenius relation is assumed,
͑4͒
where T e is the emission temperature to be defined later, and D n ϩ is the activation energy of the reaction. release distributions ͑KERD͒ measured for reaction ͑2͒ suggest that it does not feature a reverse barrier. 18 Therefore, D n ϩ is identical to the adiabatic dissociation energy. Recent experimental 19 and theoretical studies 20 indicate that C 2 attachment to neutral or charged C 60 and other fullerenes features a complex reaction path but, again, there is no evidence for a net reaction barrier.
A large uncertainty arises from the preexponential A n and its size dependence. Klots 21 has argued that a value of 1.6ϫ10 15 s Ϫ1 is appropriate for atomic clusters over a wide range of sizes. In the last few years it has been realized that A 60 is several orders of magnitude higher than previously thought [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] ͑also see the recent reanalysis of A factors by Hansen and Campbell 27 for other elemental clusters͒. The other critical quantity in Eq. ͑4͒ is the vibrational excitation energy of the metastable complex from which the emission temperature T e is computed. 28 Very few experiments on fullerenes have been performed where this energy has been controlled directly, such as in sticking collisions at hyperthermal energies; 29, 30 those results, though, pertain to collision complexes ͑endohedral fullerenes͒. For bare fullerenes, one has to proceed differently. One may determine the excitation energy from estimated energy deposition functions, 31, 32 from an analysis of the temporal evolution of the dissociation rate and its modification due to competing channels such as radiation, 24 -26 or from the kinetic energy release ͑KER͒ for reaction ͑2͒. 33 We have applied this latter method. One of its advantages is its ability to directly provide a measure of the excitation energy that drives the reaction. By contrast, an analysis of metastable fractions 15 does not provide this information and only yields relative dissociation energies. Several KER measurements have been reported before but, with one exception, 34 they were restricted to singly or multiply charged fullerenes in the immediate vicinity of nϭ60 or nϭ70. 18, [35] [36] [37] The data presented here have a greatly improved accuracy because they are recorded with a double focusing mass spectrometer of reversed geometry equipped with a second electric sector. [38] [39] [40] This instrument avoids a number of artifacts that commonly occur in measurements of large clusters that are not isotopically pure. 41 However, sizeaveraged dissociation energies derived in the present work tend to be approximately 13% higher than values derived from other experiments in the gas phase, 25 from calorimetric measurements, 1 and from theory.
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II. EXPERIMENT
The apparatus consists of a high-resolution double focusing mass spectrometer ͑Varian MAT CH5-DF͒ of reversed Nier-Johnson type BE1 geometry combined with a second electrostatic analyzer E2. 42 Fullerene powder from MER Corporation ͑either pure C 60 (99.5%), or C 70 (99%), or a mixture of higher-order fullerenes specified to contain mainly C 76 , C 78 , C 84 , and C 92 ) was, without further treatment, evaporated into a vacuum of about 10 Ϫ7 Torr by a temperature controlled oven operating at 650-900°C. The effusive beam of neutral fullerenes is crossed at right angles with an electron beam of 120 eV and a current of about 1 mA. The resulting ions are extracted perpendicular to the fullerene and electron beams and accelerated into the mass spectrometer with 3 kV. Ions pass through the first field free region, are momentum analyzed by a magnetic sector field B, enter a second field-free region, pass through a 90°electric sector field (E1), enter a third field free region ( f f 3, length 92 cm͒, pass through another electrostatic sector field (E2), and are detected by an electron multiplier. Referenced to the time of their formation, C 60 ϩ parent ions traverse f f 3 during the time interval 75рtр91 s, equivalent to a most probable time of 82.7 s. The corresponding times for other sizes n are obtained by multiplying with ͱn/60.
Mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy ͑MIKE͒ spectra of ions that undergo spontaneous dissociation in f f 3 are analyzed by tuning the magnet and first electric sector field to transmit the parent ion ͑mass m p ), and scanning the sector field voltage of E2. In this mode, B and E1 constitute a double focusing high-resolution mass spectrometer, and E2 will transmit fragment ions ͑mass m f ) formed in f f 3 if the sector field voltage U f is set to
These MIKE spectra, together with a scan of the parent ion around voltage U p , provide the experimental raw data from which the KERD will be derived.
Of particular concern in the present study was the effect that isotopomers may have on the shape of the MIKE peaks and, therefore, on the values that are derived for the average kinetic energies and dissociation energies. 39 For example, C 60 synthesized from naturally occurring carbon will contain isotopomers of mass 721 u or higher with 49% probability. When a double focusing mass spectrometer is used to record MIKE peaks, the parent ion beam will not be fully mass resolved because ions from the ion source emerge with a dispersion of kinetic energies. The daughter ions from these different parent ions will be located at slightly different sector field voltages ͓see Eq. ͑5͔͒, but they cannot be resolved.
Furthermore, if the parent ion is not isotopically pure, then the mass of a fragment ion is not uniquely determined. For example, the fragment peak arising from C 2 loss from C 60 ϩ parent ions of mass 721 u ͑containing exactly one 13 C isotope͒ will have contributions from loss of a pure dimer ( 12 C) 2 , and loss of the mixed dimer 12 C-13 C. The corresponding fragment ion peaks will be located at different sector field voltages ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒, but their separation is usually much smaller than their width which arises from the KER. As a result, an uncritical analysis of the total MIKE peak will lead to KER values that are too large.
These effects have been illustrated in Ref. 39 . In the present work the average KER values are either derived from experiments on isotopically pure ( 12 C) n ϩ , or they have been corrected for contamination by other isotopomers based on detailed test experiments combined with theoretical modeling. 38 Without these precautions, the average KER may be overestimated by as much as 15%.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
Experimental MIKE peaks are usually converted to kinetic energy release distributions f (⑀) by removing statistical noise, deconvoluting with the smoothed parent ion peak, differentiating the resulting spectrum, and converting the sector-field voltage to kinetic energies. 33, 43, 44 In the present work we have inverted the procedure in order to avoid errors that may arise from the unavoidable data smoothing and deconvolution; details have been described elsewhere. 40 Strictly speaking, f (⑀) is that distribution which, with proper parametrization, provides a best fit ͑lowest chi square, 2 ) between a synthetic MIKE spectrum computed from f (⑀) and convoluted with the parent ion peak, and the observed MIKE spectrum.
f (⑀) reveals the microcanonical temperature T f of the fragment ion 45, 46 
where ͑⑀͒ is the capture cross section for the reverse of reaction ͑2͒. Comprehensive studies have shown that, for unimolecular dissociation of C 56 ϩ , C 58 ϩ , and C 60 ϩ ͑Ref.
40͒ and some other atomic cluster ions, 47 the energy dependence of the capture cross section is, within experimental error, indistinguishable from the Langevin cross section, (⑀)ϰ1/ͱ⑀. Consequently, T f is related to the average KER by
We apply the concept of microcanonical temperatures 28, 46 to compute from T f the dissociation energy D n ϩ . To first order, the emission temperature T e in Eq. ͑4͒ is the mean of T f and T p , the microcanonical temperature of the parent ensemble. The fragment and parent ensembles differ by an energy D n ϩ , hence
where C m is the microcanonical heat capacity for which we assume the high-temperature limit, C m ϭ(3nϪ7)k B . The preexponential A n in Eq. ͑4͒ is, for lack of additional information, assumed to be independent of size n; we use A n ϭ2ϫ10 19 s Ϫ1 . This is identical to, or very close to, the value used in most other recent studies of unimolecular dissociation of fullerene ions. 25, 30, 34, 36, 37, 48, 49 Equation ͑4͒ also involves the rate coefficient k n ϩ . If an evaporative ensemble of cluster ions C n ϩ is sampled at time t n after excitation and if competing cooling channels can be neglected, then the most probable dissociation rate coefficient will be 21, 50 k n ϩ Х1/t n . ͑9͒
However, from time-selective measurements of C 2 emission rates or metastable fractions, 22, 25, 28, 51 kinetic energy releases, 18, 37 and electron emission rates 52 it has been established that thermal radiation can significantly reduce the rate coefficient if t n ӷ1 s. In our analysis we take this into account by replacing Eq. ͑9͒ with
We estimate the reduction factor R(t n ) from the dissociation rate of photoexcited fullerene cations measured by Tomita et al. 25 in an ion storage ring. Radiative cooling causes the dissociation rate to drop below the t Ϫ1 power law. From the data for C 58 ϩ ͑Ref. 53͒ evaluated at tϭ81.3 s, the time characteristic of our instrument, one finds R(t 58 )ϭ0.29.
For other sizes we compute the reduction factor as follows: The ion transit time t n through our instrument scales as the square root of n while R(t) scales as t/͓exp(t/ c )Ϫ1͔ where c Ϸ44 s, 53 hence R(t n ) decreases from 0.35 for C 42 ϩ to 0.21 for C 90 . However, we ignore the dependence of the characteristic cooling time c on the dissociation energy, c ϰ(D n ϩ ) Ϫ5 ͑Ref. 54͒, which may cause local variations in the radiative cooling correction. 25 Note that another factor, namely, the linear increase of the radiation intensity with size n, 54 cancels against the approximately equal size dependence of the heat capacity. Overall, our radiative corrections are estimated to be accurate within a factor of 2.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Kinetic energy release
In Fig. 1 we show a composite mass spectrum of fullerene cations obtained by electron impact ionization. Ions of size nр70 were recorded by vaporizing a mixture of C 60 and C 70 at a temperature of 450°C; larger fullerene ions were obtained by vaporizing the mix of higher-order fullerenes at 700°C. In order to ensure that the cluster ions conform to the evaporative ensemble, we have analyzed ions C n ϩ , nр58 produced from C 60 powder, ions C n ϩ , 60рnр68 produced from C 70 powder, and larger ions produced from a mixture of higher fullerenes. For comparison, we have also analyzed C 60 ϩ produced from C 60 and found no significant difference in the KER. The reason for this is that measurements of the KER, in contrast to measurements of other quantities such as the dissociation rate coefficients and metastable fraction, are self-selecting. If an ensemble of cluster ions has never undergone dissociation then it may contain a large, unknown fraction of relatively cold species, but those will not decay on the experimental time scale because their rate coefficients are low, and therefore this subensemble will not affect the KER that is being measured. Figure 2 displays MIKE scans for unimolecular dissociation of C n ϩ ; they are representative of other MIKE scans recorded in the third field free region. The parent ion appears at a sector field voltage of about 511 eV; the fragment ion at a voltage as given by Eq. ͑5͒. The ratio of the peak amplitudes of parent and fragment ion is not to scale; the former has been reduced as indicated in Fig. 2 . The shape of the fragment peak reflects the KERD; its width ͑corrected for the width of the parent͒ scales as the square of the average KER. It is obvious from these spectra that the fragment ion peaks are broadened dramatically, and that the statistical quality of the data is high in comparison to other published KER measurements on fullerene ions.
In Fig. 3 we present the average KER obtained from the MIKE spectra, together with statistical errors extracted from the fitting routine. 40 The local anomalies at nϭ50, 60, 70, and 80 greatly exceed the error bars.
Selected values from Fig. 3 are compared with some published values in Table I ; for a compilation of data reported prior to 1999 see Ref. 43 . The present values have significantly smaller uncertainties than all previously published data. We also note that the steep drop in the average KER from C 80 ϩ to C 82 ϩ agrees with observations reported by Lifshitz and co-workers, 34, 55 although it is less dramatic in our experiments. In general, the agreement between values from different experiments for one and the same size is poor. Previously published values tend to be higher; part of this disagreement probably arises from the neglect of the effect of isotopomers on the MIKE peak in earlier work. However, data compared with different instruments cannot be compared directly unless they monitor reaction ͑2͒ in identical time windows because the emission temperature of the clusters will decrease due to dissociation and radiation.
Similarly, a comparison with the average KER of thermally emitted delayed electrons reported by Bordas and co-workers 57 would have to take into account a number of differences between the two experiments. We will return to this topic further below.
B. Dissociation energies of charged and neutral fullerenes
From the experimentally determined average KER values we compute dissociation energies with the help of Eqs. ͑4͒, ͑7͒, ͑8͒, and ͑10͒ assuming A n ϭ2ϫ10
19 s Ϫ1 for all n. The results are displayed in Fig. 4 as full circles. Note that these values are corrected for the estimated effect of radiative cooling ͑see Sec. III͒. If we had ignored radiation by applying Eq. ͑9͒ instead of Eq. ͑10͒, we would have obtained dissociation energies that are smaller by 0.3 to 0.4 eV. Uncertainties shown in Fig. 4 reflect the statistical uncertainty of our kinetic energy release values.
Open triangles in Fig. 4 are values derived by Tomita et al. 25 from the effect of radiative cooling on the time dependence of the dissociation rate coefficient k n ϩ . Like us, the authors assumed A n ϭ2ϫ10
19 s Ϫ1 for all n. The open squares in Fig. 4 Several features in Fig. 4 are reproduced by all three measurements, in particular, the steep drop at nϭ60, and smaller drops at nϭ50 and 70. Our data track Barran's data 15 remarkably well for small fullerenes. For nр72 all local anomalies are reproduced, but there is a discrepancy at n ϭ80: Our KERD data, as well as those by Lifshitz and co-workers, 34 ,55 suggest a drop from D 80 ϩ to D 82 ϩ . On the other hand, neither the metastable fractions 15 nor the abundance spectrum in Fig. 1 suggests that C 80 ϩ has enhanced stability. This discrepancy deserves further study.
The agreement with the data by Tomita et al. ͑which, like ours, provide absolute values͒ is less satisfying. On average, our values are 13% higher than theirs. The discrepancies may be due to unidentified systematic errors; we will return to this issue at the end of this paper.
Equation ͑3͒ allows to derive dissociation energies for neutral fullerenes from our data. Ionization energies of fullerenes other than C 60 and C 70 have been determined by experiment 16, 59 and theory. 10, 16, 60 The only study that completely covers the size range of our data is the one by Boltalina et al. 16 The authors measured adiabatic ionization energies for nу70 by ion-molecule equilibria Knudsen cell mass spectrometry, and computed adiabatic values for n р84 by a density-functional-based tight-binding scheme. We use their computed values for nр80 and experimental values above, because at nϭ80 both data sets yield very similar values for IE n ϪIE nϪ2 .
The values for D n are presented in Fig. 5 by solid circles. The uncertainty introduced in the conversion from D n ϩ to D n has been estimated from the standard deviation of the difference in the values of IE n ϪIE nϪ2 between experiment and theory, for the size range where the two data sets overlap. The result, ϭ0.21 eV, has been combined with the statistical error of D n ϩ . Also shown in Fig. 5 are dissociation energies reported by Diaz-Tendero, Alcami, and Martin 10 using density functional theory ͑open squares͒, and by Zhang et al.
11 using tight-binding molecular dynamics ͑open triangles͒.
Cioslowski 12 has computed standard enthalpies of formation at the B3LYP/6-31G* level for the reaction (n/60)C 60 →C n , using the experimental value of ⌬H f 0 (C 60 ,g)ϭ26.82 eV ͑Ref. 61͒ for the standard enthalpy of formation for gas-phase C 60 . We have deduced D n values from Cioslowski's data ͑open circles in Fig. 5͒ using ⌬H f 0 (C 2 ,g)ϭ8.68 eV for the standard heat of formation of gas-phase C 2 . 62 The solid line in Fig. 5 is derived similarly, from an analytical expression for the total energy of fullerenes in I h symmetry (nϭ60, 80, 140, 180, 240͒ computed by Adams et al. 13 using first principles. This curve merely indicates the trend of increasing D n with increasing size n, and its extrapolation to sizes below nϭ60 may be questionable.
For 48рnр72 the trend in the experimental data agrees quite well with the theoretical values by Zhang et al. 11 and Diaz-Tendero, Alcami, and Martin 10 although the extrema, especially the minima for nϭ62 and 72, are significantly less pronounced in the experimental data. Beyond nϭ72 there is little, if any, correlation between the three available data sets. On average, our values exceed those by Zhang et al. by 8%, and those by Diaz-Tendero et al. by 12%.
As explained in the Introduction, D n values cannot presently be derived from quantities measured in thermodynamic equilibrium. However, experimental or theoretical values for D n should satisfy the following relation: 65 we find an average of ⌬H f 0 (C 70 ,g)ϭ28.78 Ϯ0.38 eV where we have assumed that the accuracy of experiments on C 70 is no better than for C 60 . Combined with the NIST value for ⌬H f 0 (C 2 ,g) and neglecting its uncertainty, we obtain 40.93Ϯ0.54 eV for the left-hand side of Eq. ͑11͒, or D n ϭ8.19Ϯ0.11 eV.
Our experimental average is larger by 0.99 eV, or 12.1%. A similarly large discrepancy was noted above when we compared our results with values measured by Tomita et al., 25 and with theoretical values. 10, 11 Furthermore, it is instructive to compare the average kinetic energy that we have measured for dissociation of C 60 ϩ ͑Fig. 3͒ with the average kinetic energy of electrons emitted from photoexcited neutral C 60 as measured by Bordas and co-workers. 57 When one computes the parent temperatures from these data with the help of Eq. ͑8͒ and corrects for various differences between the two experiments such as the relation between KER and T f , time scale, activation energy, etc., one is left with a discrepancy of 18%. What are the possible sources of error? First, in our analysis we have assumed an A factor of 2ϫ10 19 s Ϫ1 for all sizes. This value is derived indirectly, from the competition between different cooling channels for highly excited C 60 ϩ ; its accuracy is unknown. We can bring our experimental D n value into agreement with the thermodynamic value if we assume Aϭ6ϫ10 17 s Ϫ1 in the data analysis; this is about 1.5 orders of magnitude lower than the preferred A factors used in other recent reports. 25, 37, 48 Second, we have adopted the usual assumption that A n is independent of size. Recently, Andersen and co-workers 26 have measured the time dependence of electron emission from C 60 and its neutral fragment C 58 . From a comprehensive data analysis that included radiative cooling and C 2 emission as competing channels, they concluded that the A factor of neutral C 60 is higher than that of C 58 by more than two orders of magnitude. In the course of the experiments described here, we have determined the metastable fractions for fullerene ions of size 42рnр70. These data provide information that is complementary to the kinetic energy release. For most sizes we can model the local anomalies in the metastable fractions with the dissociation energies derived in our current work with a common A factor. However, there are a few sizes in the vicinity of C 60 which suggest that the size dependence of A n cannot be neglected. 66 How large an effect this will have on derived dissociation energies remains to be seen.
Third, the kinetic energy distributions from which our results are derived show a surprising feature. As discussed in detail elsewhere, 40 the distributions are best described by a pure Langevin-type interaction between the two fragments C nϪ2 ϩ ϩC 2 , although one would expect a distribution that also reflects the hard-sphere cross section of the fullerene fragment ion. 47 The energy distribution of the capture cross section, ͑⑀͒, affects the relation between the average KER and fragment temperature, Eq. ͑7͒. If, for example, the sticking probability for the reverse reaction were energy dependent, then an analysis of energy distributions could possibly result in an erroneous assignment of the fragment temperature and, hence, the dissociation energy.
V. CONCLUSION
We have determined the KER distributions for unimolecular C 2 loss from fullerene cations C n ϩ of size 42рn р90. The concept of microcanonical temperature together with an estimate of radiative cooling was used to derive dissociation energies. For nр72 our data compare quite well with relative dissociation energies that Barran et al. 15 derived from measured metastable fractions, but a significant disagreement is found for C 80 ϩ . The agreement with dissociation energies determined by Tomita et al. 25 with a different method is less satisfactory. On average, our values are higher by 13%.
Dissociation energies of neutrals are computed with help of experimental and theoretical adiabatic ionization energies reported by Boltalina et al. 16 For 48рnр72 the trend in the experimental dissociation energies agrees quite well with published theoretical values, 10, 11 although the local extrema, especially the minima for nϭ62 and 72, are significantly less pronounced in the experimental data. Beyond nϭ72 there is little, if any, correlation between our experimental and theoretical 11, 12 values. Our dissociation energies averaged over 62рnр70 exceed the thermodynamic value by 12%. Approximately the same disagreement is observed when our data are compared with theoretical values for 52рnр60. 10 These discrepancies deserve further investigation.
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